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Connecting orbits of nonlinear differential equations have long been studied in
the dynamical systems literature, generally in a setting involving perturbations and
using a Melnikov function. In this article, we consider a class of second order
Hamiltonian systems which possess infinitely many or finite number of equilibria.
Using variational arguments and penalization methods, we obtain the existence of
multiple heteroclinic orbits joining pairs of equilibria.  1999 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider a class of second order Hamiltonian systems
of the form
q &V$(t, q)=0, (HS)
where q: R  Rn, V # C2 (R_Rn, R), and V$(t, y)=Dy V(t, y). The basic
assumptions for the function V(t, y) are the following:
(V1) There is a set K1 /R
n such that if ’ # K1 then V(t, ’)=
infy # Rn V(t, y)=V0 for all t # R.
(V2) There are positive numbers +1 , +2 and \0 such that if
| y&’|\0 for some ’ # K1 then +2 | y&’| 2 V(t, y)&V0+1 | y&’|2
for all t # R. Moreover, if ’i , ’ j # K1 and i{ j, then |’ i&’j |>8\0 .
(V3) There is a +0>0 such that if V(t, y)V0++0 for some t # R
then | y&’|\0 for some ’ # K1 .
(V4) For any r0>0 there is an M>0 such that supt # R &D2yV(t, y)&
M if | y|r0 .
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The hypothesis (V1) implies that ’i is an equilibrium of (HS). The goal
of this paper is to seek a solution q of (HS) which satisfies
lim
t  &
q(t)=’i and lim
t  
q(t)=’ j (0.1)
for a pair of ’i , ’j # K1 . Such a solution will be called a heteroclinic solu-
tion or heteroclinic orbit of (HS).
Results for (HS) involving connecting orbits have long been studied in
the dynamical systems literature (see, e.g. [GH, KS]), generally in a setting
involving perturbations and using a Melnikov function. In the past few
years, some new tools [AB, BS, CES, CR, F, KV, KKV, R1R4, S] have
been developed in the calculus of variations to show the existence of
connecting orbits of nonlinear differential equations. In [R1], a class of
Hamiltonian systems of multiple pendulum type were considered. Under
the assumption that V is periodic in t and in each component of y, a family
Kp of periodic solutions of (HS) can be obtained as the minimizers of a
variational problem. Assuming Kp consists of isolated points and (HS) is
time reversible, Rabinowitz showed that, for any periodic solution q1 # Kp ,
there is a heteroclinic orbit q such that
q(t)  q1 (t) uniformly as t  &
and
q(t)  Kp"[q1 (t)] uniformly as t  .
Subsequently, Maxwell [M1, M2] proved that, for any pair of q1 , q2 # Kp ,
they can be joined by a chain of heteroclinic orbits. If additional non-
degeneracy conditions are satisfied, there exist ‘‘multibump’’ heteroclinic
solutions joining q1 and q2 .
The existence of homoclinic solutions of Hamiltonian systems has been
studied in a number of articles (e.g., [BCT, CES, CR, D, KV, KKV, Mo,
R3, S]). The interested readers may consult [R5] for more complete
references and some further extensions for using variational methods to
study such problems in various directions.
Although there is a sizeable literature on the study of time-periodic
Hamiltonian systems, much less seems to be known if (HS) is neither
periodic nor asymptotically periodic in time. Our aim in this paper is to
investigate the heteroclinic orbits of (HS) when V is not a periodic func-
tion. To give a simple description of the basic idea of our method, we first
consider the case where K1=[’1 , ’2]. Let Q # C2 (R, Rn) be a fixed func-
tion which satisfies
Q(t)={’1 if t&
1
2
’2 if t 12 .
(0.2)
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By adding a constant if necessary, we may assume that V0=0. Let
E=W1, 2 (R, Rn) with the norm
&z&=\|

&
( |z* |2+|z|2) dt+
12
. (0.3)
It is known that E/C0 (R, Rn), the space of continuous functions z on R
such that z(t)  0 as |t|  . For z # E, define
IQ (z)=|

&
[ 12 |Q4 +z* |
2+V(t, Q+z)] dt. (0.4)
It is not difficult to show that IQ # C 1 (E, R). Moreover, if I $Q (z)=0 and
IQ (z)>0 then the function q(t)=Q(t)+z(t) is a heteroclinic orbit of (HS).
Let
:= inf
z # E
IQ (z). (0.5)
It is easy to check that : is independent of the choice of Q. A sequence
[zm]/E is called a (PS)c sequence of IQ if IQ (zm)  c and I$Q (zm)  0 as
m  . In particular [zm] is called a minimizing sequence if IQ (zm)  :
as m  . A difficulty arised in the study of variational problem on
unbounded domain is that the PalaisSmale condition may not be satisfied
(see, e.g., [CES, CR, dF1, DN, L, M1, M2, S]). Our approach in this
paper is to search critical points of IQ by investigating the convergence of
PalaisSmale sequences. The investigation will be based on a comparison
argument described as follows. For k # N, let
Ek=[z # E | z(t)+Q(t)=’1 if tk]
and
E&k=[z # E | z(t)+Q(t)=’2 if t&k].
Define
:k= inf
z # Ek
IQ (z) and :&k= inf
z # E&k
IQ (z). (0.6)
Since Ek+1 /Ek and E&k&1 /E&k , it follows that
:k:k+1 (0.7)
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and
:&k:&k&1 (0.8)
for all k # N.
Theorem 1. If there is a k # N such that
:<min(:&k , :k), (0.9)
then there is a function q which satisfies (HS) and
lim
t  &
q(t)=’1 , lim
t  
q(t)=’2 . (0.10)
A simple example for which (0.9) holds is t(Vt) (t, y)>0 if t{0 and
y  [’1 , ’2]. Some more general examples can be found in Section 5.
To treat the more general case where Card K1>2, we extend our nota-
tion as follows. Let Qi, j # C2 (R, Rn) be a fixed function which satisfies
Qi, j (t)={’i if t&
1
2
’j if t 12 .
(0.11)
Define
:(i, j )= inf
z # E
IQi , j (z). (0.12)
For k # N, let
E k (i, j, l )=[z | z # W1, 2 ([k, ), Rn) and z(k)+Q i, j (k)=’l]
and
Ek ( j, l )=[z+’j | z # W 1, 2 ([k, ), Rn) and z(k)=’ l&’j].
Define
:k ( j, l )= inf
q # Ek ( j, l )
|

k
[ 12 |q* |
2+V(t, q)] dt. (0.13)
It is easy to check from (0.11) that
:k ( j, l )= inf
z # E k (i, j, l )
|

k
[ 12 |Q4 i, j+z* |
2+V(t, Q i, j+z)] dt.
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Similarly, we define
:&k (i, l )= inf
q # E&k (i, l )
|
&k
&
[ 12 |q* |
2+V(t, q)] dt,
where
E&k (i, l)=[z+’i | z # W1, 2 ((&, &k], Rn) and z(&k)=’l&’ i].
Also, it is clear that
:k ( j, l ):k+1 ( j, l )
and
:&k (i, l ):&k&1 (i, l ).
Let
: k ( j )= inf
’l # K1"[’j ]
:k ( j, l )
and
: &k (i )= inf
’l # K1"[’i]
:&k (i, l ).
Theorem 2. If there is a k # N such that
:(i, j )<min(: &k (i ), : k ( j )), (0.14)
then there is a function q which satisfies (HS) and (0.1).
In Sections 3 and 4, the existence of multiple heteroclinic solutions of
(HS) will be studied. We start with finding local minimizers of IQ . Our
approach is to add penalization to IQ so that a local minimizer of IQ
becomes a global minimizer to a penalized functional. The use of penaliza-
tion on variational problems was partially motivated by [dF1, dF2],
where del Pino and Felmer studied some singular perturbation problems.
Since there is no small parameter in (HS), our proofs require different
arguments. We believe that penalization is a useful tool and will have more
applications in the study of variational problems. The detailed analysis will
be given in Theorem 3.
To the best of our knowledge, most of existence results for heteroclinic
solutions of (HS) were obtained as the minimizers of the associated varia-
tional functional. In Section 4, a minimax approach will be used to obtain
a heteroclinic solution of (HS). It will be detailed in Theorem 4 and
Theorem 5.
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1. PRELIMINARIES
This section contains several technical results such as qualitative proper-
ties of IQ and various estimates of PalaisSmale sequences.
Proposition 1. IQ # C1 (E, [0, )), and if z is a critical point of IQ then
Q+z is a classical solution of (HS).
The proof of Proposition 1 is standard (see, e.g., [M2]). For the con-
venience of readers, it will be carried out in the Appendix.
Proposition 2. For any t1 , t2 # R, q # W1, 2 ([t1 , t2], Rn) and \ # (0, \0],
if inft # [t1, t2], ’ # K1 |q(t)&’|\ then
|
t2
t1
V(t, q) dt(t2&t1) %(\), (1.1)
where %(\)=min(+1\2, +0).
Proof. It directly follows from (V2) and (V3).
Proposition 3. Let \ # (0, \0] and %(\) be defined as in Proposition 2.
Suppose q(t1) # B\ (’i), q(t2) # B\ (’j) and q(t) # Rn"(’ # K1 B\ (’)) for
t # (t1 , t2). If i{ j then
|
t2
t1
[ 12 |q* (t)|
2+V(t, q)] dt
1
2(t2&t1)
( |’ i&’j |&2\)2+%(\)(t2&t1).
(1.2)
Proof. Since
|’i&’j |&2\|q(t2)&q(t1)|= } |
t2
t1
q* (t) dt }- t2&t1 \|
t2
t1
|q* (t)|2 dt+
12
,
this together with (1.1) yields (1.2).
Lemma 1. Let [zm]/E be a (PS)c sequence. Then there is a constant
C0>0 such that
sup
m # N
&z* m&L2(R)C0 . (1.3)
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Proof. By (0.2) and (0.3)
IQ (zm)= :
&2
s=&
|
s+1
s
[ 12 |z* m |
2+V(t, ’1+zm)] dt
+ :
0
s=&1
|
s+1
s
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, Q+zm)] dt
+ :

s=1
|
s+1
s
[ 12 |z* m |
2+V(t, ’2+zm)] dt.
Since [IQ (zm)] is bounded and V0, there is a C1>0 such that
:
&2
s=&
|
s+1
s
1
2 |z* m |
2 dt+ :
0
s=&1
|
s+1
s
1
2 |z* m+Q4 |
2 dt+ :

s=1
|
s+1
s
1
2 |z* m |
2 dtC1
for all m # N. Thus (1.3) follows from the facts that
1
2 &z* m&
2
L2(R)+
1
2 |
1
&1
|Q4 | 2 dt+|
1
&1
(z* m } Q4 ) dtC1
and
|z* m } Q4 | 14 |z* m |
2+|Q4 |2.
Lemma 2. If [zm] is a (PS)c sequence then [zm] is bounded in
W1, 2loc (R, R
n).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that IQ (zm)c+1
for all m # N. Let
dm ({)= inf
’ # K1
|zm ({)+Q({)&’| (1.4)
and
S m=[{ # R | dm ({)<\0]. (1.5)
By Proposition 2, for any t # R,
S m & [&n^+t, n^+t]{,,
where n^=[(c+1)2%(\0)]+2. Pick a tm # S m & [&n^+t, n^+t]. Then
|zm (t)||zm (tm)|+ } |
t
tm
z* m (s) ds }&Q&L(R)+ sup’ # K1 |’|+\0+- n^C0 ,
(1.6)
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by making use of Lemma 1. If K1 is a bounded set, then there is a positive
number Ml , depending on l but not m, such that
&zm&W1, 2([&l, l], Rn)Ml . (1.7)
Next we consider the case that K1 is an unbounded subset of R
n. Let
K(m)=[’ | ’ # K1 and there is a t # R such that (zm+Q)(t) # B\0 (’)]. By
relabeling the elements of K1 if necessary, we may assume that
lim
t  &
(zm+Q)(t)=’1 and lim
t  +
(zm+Q)(t)=’2 .
Thus ’1 , ’2 # K(m) for every m # N. For fixed m, there are t1 , s1 # R and
’ # K(m)"[’1] such that (zm+Q)(t1) # B\0 (’1), (zm+Q)(s1) # B\0 (’ ) and
(zm+Q)(t) # Rn"(’ # K1 B\0 (’)) for t # (t1 , s1). It follows from Proposition
3 and (V2) that
|
s1
t1
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)] dt

1
2(s1&t1)
( |’1&’ |&2\0)2+%(\0)(s1&t1)

18\20
s1&t1
+%(\0)(s1&t1)\0 - 18%(\0). (1.8)
Furthermore, (1.8) implies that
%(\0)(s1&t1)IQ (zm)c+1 (1.9)
and
(’1&’ &2\0)22(s1&t1)(c+1). (1.10)
Combining (1.9) with (1.10) yields
|’1&’ |(c+1)  2%(\0)+2\0 .
Indeed, for any ’i , ’j # K(m) and ’i {’j , if (zm+Q)(ti) # B\0 (’i),
(zm+Q)(s i) # B\0 (’ j) and (zm+Q)(t) # R
n"(’ # K1 B\0 (’)) for t # (ti , si),
then the same reasoning as above shows that
|
si
ti
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)] dt\0 - 18%(\0) (1.11)
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and
|’i&’j |(c+1)  2%(\0)+2\0 .
It follows that
Card K(m)_ c+1\0 - 18%(\0)+1& (1.12)
and consequently
|’&’1 |_ c+1\0 - 18%(\0)+1&\(c+1) 
2
%(\0)
+2\0+ if ’ # K(m).
(1.13)
Replacing sup’ # K1 |’| by
|’1 |+_ c+1\0 - 18%(\0)+1&\(c+1) 
2
%(\0)
+2\0+
in (1.6) gives (1.7). This completes the proof.
The proof of Lemma 2 also yields
Corollary 1. If [zm] is a (PS)c sequence then [zm] is bounded in
L (R, Rn).
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS
We now prove the existence of heteroclinic orbits of (HS).
Proof of Theorem 1. Let [zm] be a minimizing sequence. By Lemma 2,
[zm] is bounded in W 1, 2loc (R, R
n). Hence there is a z # W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) such that
along a subsequence zm  z weakly in W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) and strongly in
Lloc(R, R
n). Moreover, it follows from Corollary 1 that z # L (R, Rn). For
each s # Z, let
as (w)=|
s+1
s
[ 12 |Q4 +w* |
2+V(t, Q+w)] dt.
Since as is weakly lower semicontinuous on W1, 2 ([s, s+1], Rn),
as (z)lim inf
m  
as (zm) (2.1)
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and consequently
:
l
s=&l
as (z): for any l # N.
It follows that
IQ (z)= :
s # Z
as (z):. (2.2)
Let q=z+Q. We are going to show that q is a heteroclinic orbit of (HS)
and satisfies (0.1). Let d(t)=inf’ # K1 |q(t)&’|, S\=[t # R | d(t)<\]
and S \=R"S\ . It follows from Proposition 2 that |S \ |<2l (\), where
l (\)=[:2%(\)]+1 and |S \ | is the Lebesgue measure of S \ . We claim
that
there is a \1 # (0, \0) such that q(t)  B\1 (’1) if t>k+1. (2.3)
Suppose (2.3) is false. Then for any \ # (0, \0] there is a t\ # (k+1, )
such that q(t\) # B\ (’1). For m # N and \ # (0, \0], define
Zm, \ (t)={
’1&Q(t) if tt\&\
(t\&t)
\
(’1&Q(t\&\))+
t&(t\&\)
\
zm (t\)
if t # (t\&\, t\)
zm (t) if tt\ .
Then Zm, \ # Ek if \<1. Moreover
IQ (Zm, \)=|
t\
t\&\
[ 12 |Z4 m, \+Q4 |
2+V(t, Zm, \+Q)] dt
+|

t\
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)] dt
|
t\
t\&\
1
\2
|Q(t\&\)&’1+zm (t\)|2 dt+b1\+IQ(zm),
where b1 is a constant independent of m and \. Now
|Q(t\&\)&’1+zm (t\)|
|Q(t\&\)&Q(t\)|+|zm (t\)+Q(t\)&q(t\)|+|q(t\)&’1 |
\ &Q4 &L+|zm (t\)&z(t\)|+\.
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Pick m =m (\) large enough so that |zm (t\)&z(t\)|<\ and IQ (zm)<:+\
if mm (\). Then
IQ (Zm, \)(&Q4 &L+2)2\+b1\+\+:<:k (2.4)
if \ is sufficiently small. Since (2.4) is contrary to (0.6), we conclude that
(2.3) must be true. By the same reasoning as above, there is a \2 # (0, \0)
such that q(t)  B\2 (’2) if t<&k&1. Since K1=[’1 , ’2], it follows that
q(t) # B\1 (’2) if t # S\1 & (k+1, )
and
q(t) # B\2 (’1) if t # S\2 & (&, &k&1).
Set \~ =min(\1 , \2). Let A1=S\~ & (&, &k&1), A2=S\~ & (k+1, )
and A3=R"(A1 _ A2). It follows from (2.2) and (V2) that
:IQ (z)|

&
1
2 |z* +Q4 |
2 dt+|
A1 _ A2
+1 |z|2 dt+| A3 V(t, Q+z) dt. (2.5)
By Proposition 2, |A3 |2(l (\~ )+k+1), where l (\~ )=[:2%(\~ )]+1. This
implies that z # E. Thus z(t)  0 as |t|   and q satisfies (0.10).
Remark. 1. Indeed (2.2), (0.5), and z # E imply that IQ (z)=:.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let [zm] be a minimizing sequence. Arguing like
the proof of Theorem 1 yields a z # W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) & L (R, Rn) such that
along a subsequence zm  z weakly in W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) and strongly in
Lloc(R, R
n). Moreover, IQi, j (z):.
Set q=z+Qi, j . Let K0=[’ | ’ # K1 and there is a t # R such that
q(t) # B\0 (’)]. Then the argument used in Lemma 2 shows that K0 con-
tains only a finite number of elements. By the same reasoning as the proof
of Theorem 1, for all ’ # K1"[’j], there is a \1 # (0, \0) such that
q(t)  B\1 (’) if t>k+1. Similarly, for all ’ # K1 "[’i], there is a \2 # (0, \0)
such that q(t)  B\2 (’) if t<&k&1. Then it follows that z # E and q
satisfies (0.1).
Remark. 2. In fact, Theorem 2 still holds if (0.14) is replaced by
:(i, j )<min(:~ &k (i ), :~ k ( j )),
where :~ &k (i )=inf’l # K0"[’i ] :&k (i, l ) and :~ k ( j )=inf’l # K0"[’j ] :k ( j, l ).
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3. MULTIPLICITY RESULTS
In this section and Section 4 we study the existence of multiple
heteroclinic solutions of (HS). Since the notation is quite involved in
presentation, it will be assumed throughout Sections 3 and 4 that
K1=[’1 , ’2]. The more general case where Card K1>2 can be treated
essentially in the same way as in the previous sections.
Let
B= .
2
i=1
B\0 (’i) and 4= sup
(t, y) # R_B
&V$(t, y)&+ 12 .
For j1< j2 , define
:^( j1 , j2)= inf
z # E ( j1 , j2)
IQ (z),
where
E ( j1 , j2)=[z # E | z(t)+Q(t)=’1 if t j1 and z(t)+Q(t)=’2 if t j2].
Similarly,
:^(k, )= inf
z # E (k, )
IQ (z)
and
:^(&, k)= inf
z # E (&, k)
IQ (z),
where
E (k, )=[z # E | z(t)+Q(t)=’1 if tk]
and
E (&, k)=[z # E | z(t)+Q(t)=’2 if tk].
Theorem 3. Suppose there are k1<k2<k3<k4 such that
:^(k1 , k2)<min (:^(&, k1), :^(k2 , k3)), (3.1)
:^(k3 , k4)<min (:^(k2 , k3), :^(k4 , )) (3.2)
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and
k3&k2>3\0+
2
%(r)
max(:^(k1 , k2), :^(k3 , k4)), (3.3)
where % is the function defined in Proposition 2 and
r=min \1, \02 , 4
\20
8+2
,
\0 - 2%(\0)
4
,
:^(k2 , k3)&:^(k1 , k2)
24
,
:^(k2 , k3)&:^(k3 , k4)
24 + . (3.4)
Then there are at least two heteroclinic orbits of (HS) which satisfy (0.10).
Proof. Let 1 # C (R_Rn, R) such that 01(:^(k2 , k3)\0 )2 and
0 if y # .
i=1, 2
B2\0 (’ i) or tk2+\0+
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
1 (t, y)={\:^(k2 , k3)\0 +2 if y # Rn>\ .i=1, 2 B3\0 (’ i)+and tk2+2\0+:^(k1 , k2)%(r) .
Set
M0= inf
z # E (k3, k4) \IQ (z)+|

&
1 (t, Q+z) dt+ .
Let 2 # C  (R_Rn, R) such that 02(M0 \0 )2+1 and
0 if y # .
i=1, 2
B2\0 (’i) or tk4
2 (t, y)={\M0\0 +2+1 if y # Rn>\ .i=1, 2 B3\0 (’i)+and tk4+4\20M0 .
To add penalization to IQ , we define
I (z)=IQ (z)+|

&
(1 (t, Q+z)+2 (t, Q+z)) dt
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for z # E. Set
:~ ( j1 , j2)= inf
z # E ( j1 , j2)
I (z).
We claim
:~ (k4 , )>:~ (k3 , k4). (3.6)
Indeed, for any z # E (k4 , ), there exist t1 , t2 # (k4 , ) such that
(Q+z)(t1) # B3\0(’1), (Q+z)(t2) # B3\0(’2) and (Q+z)(t)  
2
i=1 B3\0 (’i)
if t # (t1 , t2). If t1k4+4\20 M0 , then
I (z)>|
t2
t1
[ 12 |Q4 +z* |
2+V(t, Q+z)+1 (t, Q+z)+2 (t, Q+z)] dt

2\20
(t2&t1)
+_\M0\0 +
2
+1& (t2&t1)>2 - 2M0=2 - 2:~ (k3 , k4). (3.6)
Suppose t1<k4+4\20 M0 . Then with slight modification, the argument
used in Proposition 3 shows that
I (z)>|
t1
k4
1
2
|Q4 +z* | 2 dt
|(Q+z)(t1)&(Q+z)(k4)| 2
2(t1&k4)

9\20
2
}
M0
4\20
=
9
8
:~ (k3 , k4).
This together with (3.6) yields (3.5). Set
:~ = inf
z # E
I (z). (3.7)
If k=max(|k4 |, |k1 | )+1 and :~ k=infz # Ek I (z), then
:~ min (:~ (k1 , k2), :~ (k3 , k4))<min (:~ (&, k1), :~ (k4 , ))min (:~ &k , :~ k).
Here we note that by the definitions of 1 and 2 , :~ (&, k1)=:^(&, k1)
and :~ (k1 , k2)=:^(k1 , k2). It follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that there
is a function q which satisfies (0.10) and I (q&Q)=:~ .
To show that q is a heteroclinic orbit of (HS), we are now going to
analyze some properties of q. Since q satisfies (0.10), for any \ # (0, \0],
there are s1 , s6 # R such that
q(t) # B\ (’1) if ts1 (3.8)
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and
q(t) # B\ (’2) if ts6 . (3.9)
Define
s2 (\)=sup[s1 | (3.8) holds],
s3 (\)=sup[t | q(t) # B\ (’1)], (3.10)
s4 (\)=inf[t | q(t) # B\ (’2)]
and
s5 (\)=inf[s6 | (3.9) holds]. (3.11)
Set \ =min(1, \0 , \0 - 18%(\0)4, 4- 8\20 +2 ). We claim
s3 (\)<s4 (\) if \ # (0, \ ). (3.12)
Suppose (3.12) is false. For each \ # (0, \ ), if s3 (\)&s2 (\)2\ we define
Y\ (t)=
q(t) if t # (&, s2 (\)] _ [s3 (\), )
’1 if t # [s2 (\)+\, s3 (\)&\]
s2 (\)+\&t
\
q(s2 (\))+
t&s2 (\)
\
’1
if t # (s2 (\), s2 (\)+\)
s3 (\)&t
\
’1+
t&s3 (\)+\
\
q(s3 (\))
if t # (s3 (\)&\, s3 (\)).
Let V (t, y)=V(t, y)+1 (t, y)+2 (t, y). Then
I (Y\&Q)=|
s2(\)
&
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
+|

s3(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
+|
s2(\)+\
s2(\)
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt
+|
s3(\)
s3(\)&\
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt
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=I (q&Q)+|
s2(\)+\
s2(\)
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt
+|
s3(\)
s3(\)&\
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt
&|
s4(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
&|
s3(\)
s4(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt.
Arguing like (1.8) yields
|
s4(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q) dt+|
s3(\)
s4(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt2\0 - 18%(\0 ).
Also, the argument used to prove (2.4) shows that
|
s2(\)+\
s2(\)
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt
+|
s3(\)
s3(\)&\
[ 12 |Y4 \ |
2+V (t, Y\)] dt24\. (3.13)
Hence, if \ # (0, \ ) then
I (Y\&Q):~ +24\&2\0 - 18%(\0)<:~ , (3.14)
which is contrary to (3.7).
Next, we consider the case s3 (\)&s2 (\)<2\. Let
G\ (t)={
q(t) if t  (s2 (\), s3 (\))
s3 (\)&t
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
q(s2 (\))+
t&s2 (\)
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
q(s3 (\))
if t # (s2 (\), s3 (\)).
Since
6\0|q(s4 (\))&q(s2 (\))|
= } |
s4(\)
s2(\)
q* (t) dt }- s4 (\)&s2 (\) \|
s4(\)
s2(\)
|q* (t)| 2 dt+
12
,
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we have
|
s4(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
18\20
s4 (\)&s2 (\)
>
18\20
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
.
Likewise,
|
s3(\)
s4(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt>
18\20
s3(\)&s2 (\)
.
On the other hand, by (V2)
|
s3(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |G4 \ |
2+V (t, G\)] dt
=|
s3(\)
s2(\) _
1
2(s3 (\)&s2 (\))2
|q(s3 (\))&q(s2 (\))| 2+V(t, G\)] dt
<
2\2
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
+2+2 \3.
Therefore, if \ # (0, \ ) then
I (G\&Q)=I (q&Q)+|
s3(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |G4 \ |
2+V (t, G\)] dt
&|
s3(\)
s2(\)
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
<:~ +
2\2
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
+2+2\3&
36\20
s3 (\)&s2 (\)
<:~ +2+2\3&
34\20
2\
<:~ ,
which is again contrary to (3.7). We thus conclude that (3.12) must be true.
Next, we are going to show that
s3 (r)<k2+r. (3.15)
By Proposition 3
:^(k1 , k2)=:~ (k1 , k2)I (q&Q)|
s4(r)
s3(r)
[ 12 |q* (t)|
2+V (t, q)] dt
%(r)[s4 (r)&s3 (r)].
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Hence
s4 (r)&s3 (r)
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
. (3.16)
Let
’1 if t # (&, s3 (r)&r]
s3 (r)&t
r
’1+
t&s3 (r)+r
r
q(s3 (r))
if t # (s3 (r)&r, s3 (r))
X(t)= q(t) if t # [s3 (r), s4 (r)]
s4 (r)+r&t
r
q(s4 (r))+
t&s4 (r)
r
’2
if t # (s4 (r), s4 (r)+r)
’2 if t # [s4 (r)+r, ).
Arguing like (3.3), we get
|
s3(r)
s3(r)&r
[ 12 |X4 |
2+V (t, X)] dt+|
s4(r)+r
s4(r)
[ 12 |X4 |
2+V (t, X )] dt24r. (3.17)
Then
:~ =I (q&Q)=|

&
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dtI (X&Q)&24r (3.18)
which implies that
I (X&Q):~ +24r<:~ (k1 , k2)+24r=:^(k1 , k2)+24r. (3.19)
By (3.4)
:^(k2 , k3)&:^(k1 , k2)24r.
This together with (3.19) yields
I (X&Q)<:^(k2 , k3). (3.20)
Suppose (3.15) is false. If s4 (r)k3&r, then X&Q # E (k2 , k3) and
I (X&Q)=|
k3
k2
[ 12 |X4 |
2+V (t, X )] dt:~ (k2 , k3):^(k2 , k3),
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which is contrary to (3.20). Suppose s4 (r)>k3&r. Then there are
t1 , t2 # (s3 (r), s4 (r)) such that X(t1) # B3\0 (’1), X(t2) # B3\0 (’2) and
X(t) # Rn"(i=1, 2 B3\0 (’i)) for t # (t1 , t2). Since by (3.3)
k3&k2>
2:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
+3\0 , (3.21)
it follows from (3.16) that
s3 (r)>
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
+k2+2\0 . (3.22)
Then arguing like the proof of Proposition 3 yields
I (X&Q)
2\20
(t2&t1)
+(t2&t1) _:(k2 , k3)\0 &
2
>2:^(k2 , k3),
which is again contrary to (3.20).
Having shown (3.15), we know from (3.16) that
s4 (r)<
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
+k2+r. (3.23)
In view of the definition of 1 and 2 , the function q satisfies (HS)
provided that
q(t) # B2\0 (’2) for t # (s4 (r), ). (3.24)
By (3.11) we know (3.24) holds if
q(t) # B2\0 (’2) for t # (s4 (r), s5 (r)). (3.25)
Also, there is nothing to prove for (3.25) if s4 (r)=s5 (r). Suppose that
s4 (r)<s5 (r) and (3.25) is false. Then we can find t3<t4<t5t6<t7<t8
such that |q(ti)&’2 |=r if i=3, 8, |q(ti)&’2 |=\0 if i=4, 7, |q(t i)&’2 |
=2\0 if i=5, 6, and \0<|q(t)&’2 |<2\0 if t # (t4 , t5) _ (t6 , t7). If t8&t3<2r,
setting
X1 (t)={
q(t) if t  (t3 , t8)
(3.26)t8&t
t8&t3
q(t3)+
t&t3
t8&t3
q(t8) if t # (t3 , t8),
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we get
I (X1&Q)&I (q&Q)=|
t8
t3 _
1
2(t8&t3)2
|q(t8)&q(t3)| 2+V(t, X1)& dt
&|
t8
t3
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt.
Now
\0|q(t5)&q(t4)|= } |
t5
t4
q* (t) dt }- t5&t4 \|
t5
t4
|q* (t)|2 dt+
12
which implies that
|
t5
t4
[ 12 |q* |
2+V(t, q)] dt
\20
2(t5&t4)
>
\20
2(t8&t3)
.
Likewise,
|
t7
t6
[ 12 |q* |
2+V(t, q)] dt>
\20
2(t8&t3)
.
Moreover, by (V2)
|
t8
t3 _
1
2(t8&t3)2
|q(t8)&q(t3)| 2+V(t, X1)& dt< 2r
2
t8&t3
+2+2r3.
Thus it follows from (3.4) that
I (X&Q)&I (q&Q)<
2r2
t8&t3
+2+2 r3&
\20
t8&t3
0. (3.27)
This is absurd, since
I (q&Q)=min
z # E
I (z).
Suppose t8&t32r. Let
X2 (t)={
q(t) if t  (t3 , t8)
’2 if t # [t3+r, t8&r]
t3+r&t
r
q(t3)+
t&t3
r
’2 if t # (t3 , t3+r)
t8&t
r
’2+
t&t8+r
r
q(t8) if t # (t8&r, t8).
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Arguing like (3.13) gives
|
t8
t3
[ 12 |X4 2 |
2+V (t, X2)] dt24r.
On the other hand, by (V2)
|
t5
t4
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt
\20
2(t5&t4)
+%(\0)(t5&t4)\0 - 2%(\0).
Likewise,
|
t7
t6
[ 12 |q* |
2+V (t, q)] dt\0 - 2%(\0).
Hence using (3.4) yields
I (X2&Q)&I (q&Q)=|
t8
t3
[ 12 |X4 2 |
2+V (t, X2)& 12 |q* |
2&V (t, q)] dt
<24r&2\0 - 2%(\0)0,
which leads to the same contradiction as above. This completes the proof
of (3.25) and thus q is a heteroclinic orbit of (HS).
To obtain the second heteroclinic solution of (HS), we consider
I(z)=|

&
[ 12 |Q4 +z* |
2+V(t, Q+z)+ 1 (t, Q+z)+ 2 (t, Q+z)] dt.
Here  1 and  2 are C-functions which satisfy 0 1(:^(k2 , k3)\0 )2,
0 2(M 0 \0 )2+1 and
 1 (t, y)=
0 if y # .
i=1, 2
B2\0 (’i)
or tk3&\0&
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
\:^(k2 , k3)\0 +
2
if y # Rn>\ .i=1, 2 B3\0 (’i)+
and tk3&2\0&
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
,
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0 if y # .
i=1, 2
B2\0 (’i) or tk1
 2 (t, y)={\M 0\0 +2+1 if y # Rn>\ .i=1, 2 B3\0 (’i)+ and tk1 &4\20M 0 ,
where
M 0= inf
z # E (k1, k2) \IQ (z)+|

&
 1 (t, Q+z) dt+ .
Arguing like above, we get a function q~ which satisfies (HS), (0.10), and
I(q~ &Q)=min
z # E
I(z). (3.28)
Moreover, by the same reasoning as the proof of (3.3), we know that
s~ 4 (r)>k3&r, (3.29)
where
s~ 4 (r)=inf[t | q~ (t) # Br (’2)]. (3.30)
Then it is clear from (3.23), (3.29), and (3.3) that q~ {q. The proof is
complete.
4. A MINIMAX APPROACH
Let q and q~ be the heteroclinic solutions obtained in Theorem 3. Our aim
in this section is to use a minimax approach, which is in the same spirit of
Mountain Pass Theorem [AR], to obtain the existence of heteroclinic
solutions of (HS). Set
1=[v # C([0, 1], E ) | v(0)=q&Q and v(1)=q~ &Q] (4.1)
and
;= inf
v # 1
max
a # [0, 1]
IQ (v(a)). (4.2)
Proposition 4. If the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied then
;>max(IQ (q&Q), IQ (q~ &Q)). (4.3)
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Proof. It is easy to see from the proof of Theorem 3 that
IQ (q&Q)=I (q&Q)<:~ (k1 , k2)=:^(k1 , k2). (4.4)
Likewise
IQ (q~ &Q)<:^(k3 , k4). (4.5)
Hence (4.3) holds if
;>max(:^(k1 , k2), :^(k3 , k4)). (4.6)
To show (4.6), we argue indirectly. For any z # E, we can find s7<s8
such that z(s7)+Q(s7) # Br (’1), z(s8)+Q(s8) # Br (’2) and z(t)+Q(t) #
Rn"(2i=1 Br (’i)) if t # (s7 , s8), where r was defined in (3.4). Arguing like
the proof of (3.16) yields
s8&s7
IQ (z)
%(r)
. (4.7)
Given =>0, there is a v= # 1 such that
max
_ # [0, 1]
IQ (v= (_))<;+=. (4.8)
For fixed =, we denote v= (_) by u_ for _ # [0, 1]. Set
s9 (_)=sup[t | t # R and u_ (t)+Q(t) # Br (’1)] (4.9)
and
s10 (_)=inf[t | t>s9 (_) and u_ (t)+Q(t) # Br (’2)]. (4.10)
It follows from the same reasoning as the proof of (4.7) that
s10 (_)&s9 (_)<
IQ (v= (_))
%(r)
. (4.11)
Now for each =>0 we define _ =_ (=) by
_ =inf[_ | _ # [0, 1] and s9 (_)k2+r].
It is clear from (3.10), (3.12), and (3.15) that s9 (0)<k2+r and _ {0.
Furthermore, by (3.29) and (3.30)
s10 (1)>k3&r. (4.12)
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Also, the same reasoning as the proof of (3.16) shows that
s10 (1)&s9 (1)
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
. (4.13)
This together with (4.12) and (3.3) gives
s9 (1)>k3&r&
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
>k2+2r+
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
,
which implies _ {1. Note that if u_ (t)+Q(t) # Br (’1) and ts9 (_) then
u_ (t)+Q(t) # Br (’1). It follows from the continuous dependence of v= on
_ that _ # (0, 1) and
s9 (_ )k2+r. (4.14)
Also, by the definition of _ there is a s=k2+r such that u_ (s=)+Q(s=) #
Br (’1). Combining (4.8), (4.11) with (4.14) yields
s10 (_ )<s9 (_ )+
IQ (v= (_ ))
%(r)
<s9 (_ )+
;+=
%(r)
k2+r+
;+=
%(r)
. (4.15)
Suppose (4.6) is false. Then by (4.15) and (3.3)
s10 (_ )<r+
;+=
%(r)
+k3&3\0&
2
%(r)
max(:^(k1 , k2), :^(k3 , k4))
<k3&\0&
1
%(r)
max(:^(k1 , k2), :^(k3 , k4)) (4.16)
if = is sufficiently small. We first consider the case s10 (_ )>s= . Let w=
v= (_ (=)) and
’1 if t # (&, s= &r]
s=&t
r
’1+
t&s=+r
r
(Q+w=)(s=)
if t # (s= &r, s=)
W=(t)= (Q+w=)(t) if t # [s= , s10 (_ )]
s10 (_ )+r&t
r
(Q+w=)(s10 (_ ))+
t&s10 (_ )
r
’2
if t # (s10 (_ ), s10 (_ )+r)
’2 if t # [s10 (_ )+r, ),
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where we suppress the dependence of = from _ . It is clear from (4.14)
and (4.16) that W=&Q # E (k2 , k5), where k5=k3&(1%(r)) max(:^(k1 , k2),
:^(k3 , k4)). Consequently
IQ (W=&Q):^(k2 , k5). (4.17)
On the other hand, arguing like (3.17)(3.19), we get
IQ (W=&Q)IQ (w=)+24r;+=+24r
max(:^(k1 , k2), :^(k3 , k4))+=+24r:^(k2 , k3)+=, (4.18)
by making use of (3.4). Since :^(k2 , k5)&:^(k2 , k3)>0, (4.18) is contrary to
(4.17) if =<:^(k2 , k5)&:^(k2 , k3).
Next, we consider the case s10 (_ )<s= . In this case, there is a s =>s= such
that u_ (s =)+Q(s =) # Br (’2) and u_ (t)+Q(t)  2i=1 Br (’i) if t # (s= , s =).
Now (4.11) and (4.15)(4.17) remain valid if s10 (_ ) is replaced by s = .
Therefore the same contradiction completes the proof of (4.6).
As mentioned earlier, some comparison arguments will be used to study
the convergence of PalaisSmale sequences. Let Ek=[z # E | z(t)=0 if
t # [&k, k]]. For w # Ek , we define
Jk (w)=|
&k
&
[ 12 |w* |
2+V(t, w+’1)] dt
+|

k
[ 12 |w* |
2+V(t, w+’2)] dt. (4.19)
Set
Pk=[c | there exists a sequence [wm]/Ek such that
Jk (wm)  c and J$k (wm)  0 as m  ].
In the next existence result, the function V satisfies the following condi-
tions:
(V5) There exist R1 , R2 # (0, ) and e>0 such that y } V$(t, y+Q)
e | y|2 if (t, y) # ((&, &k]_BR1 (0)) _ ([k, )_BR2 (0)).
(V6) There are %1 , %2 , R3 , R4 , k # (0, ) such that
V(t, y){%1%2
if t&k and R3| y&’1 |R1
if tk and R4| y&’2 |R2 .
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Theorem 4. Assume (V5), (V6), and the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are
satisfied. If
;<min(:^(&, k1), :^(k4 , )) (4.20)
and
max(;&IQ (q&Q), ;&IQ (q~ &Q))<min(- 2%1(R1&R3), - 2%2 (R2&R4)),
(4.21)
then there are at least three heteroclinic orbits of (HS) which satisfy (0.10).
The proof of Theorem 4 will be given after we prove the following result.
Theorem 5. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 3 and (4.20) are satis-
fied. If there is a k>0 such that
;&IQ (q&Q)  Pk (4.22)
and
;&IQ (q~ &Q)  Pk , (4.23)
then there are at least three heteroclinic orbits of (HS) which satisfy (0.10).
We now state a technical lemma which will be used in the proof of
Theorem 5.
Lemma 3. Let [zm] be a (PS)c sequence and q0 be a function which
satisfies I$Q (q0&Q)=0. Suppose there is an increasing sequence [tm]/
(0, ) such that tm   and
|
tm
&tm
|Q+zm&q0 |2 dt  0 (4.24)
as m  . Then, for k1, there is a sequence [wm]/Ek such that
lim
m  
Jk (wm)=c&IQ (q0&Q) (4.25)
and
lim
m  
J$k (wm)=0. (4.26)
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Proof of Theorem 5. By the standard deformation theory (e.g., [R6]),
there exists a sequence [zm]/E such that limm  IQ (zm)=; and
limm   I$Q (zm)=0. By Lemma 2, [zm] is bounded in W 1, 2loc (R, R
n). Hence
there is a z0 # W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) & Lloc(R, R
n) such that along a subsequence
zm  z0 weakly in W 1, 2loc (R, R
n) and strongly in Lloc(R, R
n). As in the proof
of Theorem 1, the weakly lower semicontinuity of as implies that
IQ (z0);. (4.27)
Using (4.20) we get z0 # E. Consequently
IQ (z0) inf
z # E
IQ (z)>0.
Furthermore, it follows from (V4), Corollary 1, and the Dominated
Convergence Theorem that
lim
m   |

&
V$(t, Q+zm), dt=|

&
V$(t, Q+z0), dt
for all , # C 0 (R, R
n). Hence I$Q (z0),=0 for all , # C 0 (R, R
n). Since
C0 (R, R
n) is dense in E, it follows that I$Q (z0),=0 for all , # E. Letting
q =Q+z0 , we obtain a function q which satisfies (HS) and (0.10).
It remains to prove that q {q and q {q~ . If q =q, invoking Lemma 3
would yield ;&IQ (q&Q) # Pk . The proof of q {q~ is similar.
Proof of Theorem 4. It suffices to show (4.22) and (4.23) for some large
k. Let [wm]/Ek be a sequence such that J$k (wm)  0 as m  . If
&wm&L(&, &k]R1 and &wm &L[k, )R2 for all large m, then it follows
from (V5) that
J$k (wm)
wm
&wm&
&wm &&1 \|

&
( |w* m |2+e |wm |2) dt+e &wm & ,
where e =min(1, e). Hence &wm&  0 and consequently
Jk (wm)  0 as m  . (4.28)
Suppose there is a subsequence, still denoted by [wm], such that
&wm&L(&, &k]>R1 . Then there is a t~ m # (&, &k) such that
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|wm (t~ m)|>R1 . Since wm (&k)=0 and limt  & wm (t)=0, using (V6) and
an argument analogous to (3.6), we have
Jk (wm)2 }
1
- 2
(R1&R3) - %1 . (4.29)
Likewise,
Jk (wm)- 2%2 (R2&R4) (4.30)
if &wm&L[k, )>R2 . Since (4.22) and (4.23) follow from (4.21) and
(4.28)(4.30), applying Theorem 5 yields Theorem 4.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let ‘: R  [0, 1] be a C-function which satisfies
‘(t)={1, |t|k+20, |t|k+1.
Set wm=‘(zm&z0), where z0=q0&Q. Pick a tl>k+2. By a direct
calculation,
IQ (zm)&Jk (wm)
=|
&tl
&
[ 12 |z* m |
2+V(t, zm+’1)] dt
+|
tl
&tl
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)] dt
+|

tl
[ 12 |z* m |
2+V(t, zm+’2)] dt
&|
&k&2
&
[ 12 |z* m&z* 0 |
2+V(t, zm&z0+’1)] dt
&|

k+2
[ 12 |z* m&z* 0|
2+V(t, zm&z0+’2)] dt
&|
&k
&k&2
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’1)] dt
&|
k+2
k
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’2)] dt
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=|
&tl
& _z* m } z* 0&
1
2
|z* 0 |2+V(t, zm+’1)&V(t, zm&z0+’1)] dt
+|
tl
&tl
[ 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)] dt
+|

tl _z* m } z* 0&
1
2
|z* 0 |2+V(t, zm+’2)&V(t, zm&z0+’2)] dt
&|
&k&2
&tl
[12 |z* m&z* 0 |
2+V(t, zm&z0+’1)] dt
&|
tl
k+2
[ 12 |z* m&z* 0 |
2+V(t, zm&z0+’2)] dt
&|
&k
&k&2
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’1)] dt
&|
k+2
k
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’2)] dt.
Let =0 be a sufficiently small positive number. For any = # (0, =0), if t l is
large enough then
} IQ (q0&Q)&|
tl
&tl
[ 12 |z* 0+Q4 |
2+V(t, z0+Q)] dt }<= (4.31)
and
|
|t|tl
( |z* m } z* 0)|+ 12 |z* 0 |
2) dt<= (4.32)
by making use of Lemma 1 and Schwarz inequality. Furthermore, applying
the mean value theorem and Corollary 1 yields
} |
&tl
&
[V(t, zm+’1)&V(t, zm&z0+’1)] dt }
+ } |

tl
[V(t, zm+’2)&V(t, zm&z0+’2)] dt }<b2=, (4.33)
where b2 is a constant independent of m and l. Assuming for now that
lim
m   |
tl
&tl
|z* m&z* 0 |2 dt=0 (4.34)
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and using (4.28), we obtain
} |
tl
&tl
| 12 |z* m+Q4 |
2+V(t, zm+Q)& 12 |z* 0+Q4 |
2&V(t, z0+Q)] dt |
+|
&k&2
&tl
[ 12 |z* m&z* 0 |
2+V(t, zm&z0+’1)] dt
+|
tl
k+2
[ 12 |z* m&z* 0 |
2+V(t, zm&z0+’2)] dt
+|
&k
&k&2
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’1)] dt
+|
k+2
k
[ 12 |‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)|
2+V(t, ‘(zm&z0)+’2)] dt<=
(4.35)
if m is sufficiently large. Putting (4.31), (4.32), (4.33) and (4.35) together
gives (4.25).
We now prove (4.34). Note that by passing to a subsequence if necessary
we may assume tl+1&tl>2n. Let ‘l : R  [0, 1] be a C-function which
satisfies |‘4 l |1 and
‘l={1 if |t|t l0 if |t|tl+1 .
For fixed l, by Lemma 1 and Corollary 1, [‘l (zm&z0)] is bounded in E.
Hence
|
tl+1
&tl+1
[(z* m&z* 0)(‘4 l (zm&z0)+‘l (z* m&z* 0))
+(V$(t, zm+Q)&V$(t, z0+Q)) ‘l (zm&z0)] dt
=(I$Q (zm)&I$Q (z0)) ‘l (zm&z0)=o(1).
Invoking Lemma 1 and (4.24) gives (4.34).
It remains to prove (4.26). Given =1>0. For , # Ek /E and &,&1, it
follows from direct calculation that
(I$Q (zm)&I$Q (z0)&J$k (wm)),
=|

tl
[V$(t, zm+’2)&V$(t, zm&z0+’2)&V$(t, z0+’2)], dt
+|
tl
k
[(z* m&z* 0),4 &(‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)),4
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+((V$(t, zm+’2)&V$(t, z0+’2)&V$(t, zm&z0+’2)),] dt
+|
&tl
&
[V$(t, zm+’1)&V$(t, zm&z0+’1)&V$(t, z0+’1)], dt
+|
&k
&tl
[(z* m&z* 0),4 &(‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)),4
+((V$(t, zm+’1)&V$(t, z0+’1)&V$(t, zm&z0+’1)),] dt
+|
k
&k
(z* m&z* 0) ,4 +(V$(t, zm+Q)&V$(t, z0+Q)) , dt. (4.36)
By the mean value theorem
} |

tl
[V$(t, zm+’2)&V$(t, zm&z0+’2)&V$(t, z0+’2)], dt }
2b3|

tl
|z0 | |,| dt2b3 &,& \|

tl
|z0 | 2 dt+
12
<
=
4
if tl is sufficiently large, where b3=max t # R, | y|r1 &D
2
y V(t, y)& and
r1=|’1|+|’2|+&z0&+supm&zm&. Furthermore, if m is large enough
then by (4.24) and (4.34)
} |
tl
k
[(z* m&z* 0),4 &(‘4 (zm&z0)+‘(z* m&z* 0)),4
+((V$(t, zm+’2)&V$(t, z0+’2)&V$(t, zm&z0+’2)),] dt }
b4 \|
tl
k
( |z* m&z* 0|2+|zm&z0| 2) dt+
12
&,&<
=
4
,
where b4 is a constant independent of m and l. Since the last three integrals
in (4.36) can be treated similarly, the proof of (4.26) is complete.
5. EXAMPLES
We now give some concrete examples which satisfy the hypotheses of our
existence results. To avoid complicated notation involved in presentation,
we focus our attention on the case K1=[’1 , ’2].
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Example 1. Suppose there exist T1T2 such that
V
t
>0 if t>T2 , y  K1 , (5.1)
and
V
t
<0 if t<T1 , y  K1 . (5.2)
Then (0.9) holds if k=max(|T1&1|, |T2+1|).
Example 2. Suppose there exist T1T2 and T0>0 such that
V(t+T0 , y)>V(t, y) if tT2 , y  K1
and
V(t&T0 , y)>V(t, y) if tT1 , y  K1 .
Then (0.9) holds if k=max(|T1&T0 |, |T2+T0 | ).
Example 3. Consider n = 1 and V(t, y)= 12G(t)(1 & | y|
2)2. Then
’1=&1 and ’2=1. Suppose there are k1<k5<k6<k2<k3<k7<k8<k4
such that
G(t)={
g20 if t # (&, k1]
(5.3)
1 if t # [k5 , k6] _ [k7 , k8]
g21 if t # [k2 , k3]
g22 if t # [k4 , )
and 1G(t)max(g0 , g2) if t # (k1 , k5) _ (k6 , k2) _ (k3 , k7) _ (k8 , k4).
Assume that 1<g1<min(g0 , g2). We consider the case g0g2 only. The
case of g2<g0 can be treated similarly.
Take \0= 14&=0 , where =0 can be an arbitrarily small positive number.
Note that u1 (t)=tanh(gt) is the unique solution (up to translation) of
u +2g2 (1&u2)u=0,
lim
t  &
u(t)=&1, lim
t  
u(t)=1.
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Straightforward calculation yields :^(&, k1)= 43 g0 and :^(k4 , )=
4
3 g2 .
For fixed k2<k3 , the boundary value problem
u +2g21(1&u
2)u=0, (5.4)
u(k2)=&1, u(k3)=1 (5.5)
has a unique solution u0 (k2 , k3 , t) and
:^(k2 , k3)=J(u0)=|
k3
k2 _
1
2
|u* 0 |2+
g21
2
(1&|u0 | 2)2& dt
=
4
3
g1+=1 (k3&k2), (5.6)
where =1 (k)  0 as k  . Similarly,
:^(k1 , k2)<:^(k5 , k6)= 43+=2 (k6&k5), (5.7)
where =2 (k)  0 as k  , and
:^(k3 , k4)<:^(k7 , k8)= 43+=2 (k8&k7). (5.8)
Clearly, we may take +1= 32, +2=3g
2
0 , and %(r)=
3
2r
2 if 0<r\0 . Direct
calculation shows that 4< 12+
45
32 g
2
0 . Assuming that k3&k2 , k6&k5 and
k8&k7 are large enough, we see that (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) hold. Here in
view of (3.4) we may take
r=min \g1&14g20 ,
1
16g20+ . (5.9)
Thus the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied.
Example 4. Let V(t, y) be as in Example 3 and assume that
V(t0&t, y)=V(t+t0 , y). In addition, it is assume that G is nonincreasing
on (k1 , k5) and on (k3 , k7), and G is nondecreasing on (k6 , k2) and on
(k8 , k4). Without loss of generality, we may assume t0=0 and take
k4=&k1 k3=&k2 , k7=&k6 and k8=&k5 .
Let q and q~ be the heteroclinic solutions obtained in Theorem 3. For
every ! # R, there is a unique positive function, denoted by U+ (!, t), which
satisfies
u +G(t)(1&u2)u=0, t # (!, ) (5.10)
lim
t  !
u(t)=0, lim
t  
u(t)=1. (5.11)
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Similarly, let U& (!, t) denote the unique negative function which satisfies
u +G(t)(1&u2)u=0, t # (&, !) (5.12)
lim
t  !
u(t)=0, lim
t  &
u(t)=&1. (5.13)
It is not difficult to show that there is a !0 # R such that
q(t)={U+ (!0 , t) if t # (!0 , )U& (!0 , t) if t # (&, !0). (5.14)
Likewise, there is a !1 # R such that
q~ (t)={U+ (!1 , t) if t # (!1 , )U& (!1 , t) if t # (&, !1). (5.15)
From the proof of Theorem 3, we know that
!0<!1 .
For a # [0, 1], let !a=(!1&!0) a+!0 and
U+ (!a , t)&Q(t) if t # (!a , )
w(a, t)={&Q(t) if t=!a (5.16)U& (!a , t)&Q(t) if t # (&, !a).
Set v(a)=w(a, } ). Using the uniqueness of U+ (!, } ) and U& (!, } ), we
obtain that v # C([0, 1], E ).
We are now going to get an upper bound of IQ (v(a)). By (4.2)
; max
a # [0, 1]
IQ (v(a)). (5.17)
Following the notation used in the proof of Theorem 3 and using
arguments analogous to the proofs of (3.15) and (3.16), we have
s4 (r)<k1&r (5.18)
and
s3 (r)>k1&r&
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
. (5.19)
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Likewise,
s~ 3 (r)<k4+r (5.20)
and
s~ 4 (r)<k4+r+
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
. (5.21)
In particular, (3.23) (5.20), and (5.22) yield
k1&r&
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
<!0<k2+r+
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
<0
and
0<k3&r&
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
<!1<k4+r+
:^(k3 , k4)
%(r)
.
Assume that k9&k5 is large enough so that U+ (k5 , k9)>1&r, and
k6&k9>k10&k1+r+
:^(k1 , k2)
%(r)
, (5.22)
where
k10=inf[t | t # (k1 , k5) and G(t)= g20].
Set
I +Q (v(a))=|

!a
[ 12 |Q4 +v* (a)|
2+V(t, Q+v(a))] dt (5.23)
and
I &Q (v(a))=IQ (v(a))&I
+
Q (v(a)). (5.24)
A simple calculation shows that U+ (!, t) and U & (!, t) are nondecreasing
functions of t. Moreover, if !a<!b , then U+ (!a , t)U+ (!b , t) for all
t!b and U& (!a , t)U& (!b , t) for all t!a .
To estimate I +Q (v(a)), we first consider the case !0<k5 . For !a # (!0 , k5),
let \^=1&U+ (!0 , k9), ka=k9&!0+!a and
U+ (!0 , t&!a+!0)&Q(t) if t # [!a , ka]
Xa(t)={t&ka\^ +ka+\^&t\^ U+ (!0 , k9)&Q(t) if t # (ka , ka+\^)1&Q(t) if t # [ka+\^, ).
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Then
I +Q (v(a))I
+
Q (Xa)|
ka
!a
[ 12 |X4 a |
2+V(t, Xa)] dt+4\^
|
k9
!0
[ 12 |U4 + (!0 , t)|
2+V(t, U+ (!0 , t))] dt+4rI +Q (v(0))+4r.
(5.25)
We next turn to the case that !a # [k5 , 0]. Note that, for fixed \~ # [0, 1),
there is a unique function u1 which is positive on (k7 , k8) and satisfies
u +2(1&u2) u=0, k7<t<k8 , (5.26)
u(k7)=0, u(k8)=1&\~ . (5.27)
Indeed, u1 is the unique minimizer of J1 on A1 , where
J1 (u)=|
k8
k7
[ 12 |u* |
2+
1
2
(1&u2)2] dt (5.28)
and
A1=[u # H 1[k7 , k8] | u(k7)=0, u(k8)=1&\~ ]. (5.29)
Moreover, J1 (u)  23 if \~  0 and k8&k7  .
Assume that k8&k7 is large enough so that U+ (k7 , k8)>1&r2. Since
U+ (!a , k8)U+ (k7 , k8), letting \a=1&U+ (!a , k8) and
U+ (!a , t)&Q(t) if t # [!a , k8]
Ya(t)={t&k8\a +k8+\a&t\a U+ (!a , k8)&Q(t) if t # (k8 , k8+\a)1&Q(t) if t # [k8+\a , ),
we get
I +Q (v(a))I
+
Q (Ya) inf
u # A2
J2 (u)+4\a , (5.30)
where
J2 (u)=|
k8
!a _
1
2
|u* |2+
g21
2
(1&u2)2& dt
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and
A2=[u # H 1[!a , k8] | u(!a)=0, u(k8)=1&\a].
Consequently
I +Q (v(a))
2
3 g1+=3 (k8&k7)+4r, (5.31)
where =3 (k)  0 if k  .
Applying the same argument as above, we also yield (5.31) in case of
!0 # [k5 , k2+r+:^(k1 , k2)%(r)].
We now estimate I &Q (v(a)). If !a # [!0 , k6], a slight modification in the
above argument shows that
I &Q (v(a))I
&
Q (v(0)). (5.32)
If !a # [k6 , 0], using an argument analogous to the proof of (5.31), we get
I &Q (v(a))
2
3 g1+=3 (k6&k5)+4r. (5.33)
Thus, for !a # [!0 , 0], it follows from (5.25) and (5.31)(5.33) that
IQ (v(a))24r+=3 (k8&k7)+=3 (k6&k5)+max( 43 g1 , I(v(0))+
2
3 g1)
24r+=3 (k8&k7)+=3 (k6&k5)+max( 43 g1 , :^(k1 , k2)+
2
3 g1)
<max( 43 g1 ,
4
3+
2
3 g1+=2 (k6&k5))+
1
4
< 12+max(
4
3 g1 ,
2
3 (2+ g1)), (5.34)
provided that =2 (k6&k5), =3 (k6&k5) and =3 (k8&k7) are sufficiently small.
With slight modification, the above argument also gives (5.34) if
!a # [0, !1]. It follows from (5.17) and (5.34) that
; 12+max(
4
3 g1 ,
2
3 (2+ g1)). (5.35)
Since min(:^(&, k1), :^(k4 , ))= 43 g2 , (4.20) holds if g2>
3
8+max(g1 ,
1+ g12).
Finally, it is not difficult to verify that (0, 43 g2) & Pk=, if k>k4 .
Hence (4.22) and (4.23) hold. We thus have seen all the hypotheses of
Theorem 5 are satisfied.
Remark. 3. The assumption of evenness of G just makes calculation
simpler.
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APPENDIX
Proof of Proposition 1. It is clear from (0.4) and V0 that IQ (z)0
for all z # E. By (V1), for x, y # Rn,
V(t, x+ y)=V(t, y)+V$(t, y) } x+|
1
0
(1&s) D2yV(t, y+sx)(x, x) ds.
Thus for z # E,
IQ (z)=|

&
[ 12 |z* |
2+|
1
0
(1&s) D2yV(t, Q+sz)(z, z) ds] dt
+|
12
&12
[ 12 |Q4 |
2+V(t, Q)] dt+|
12
&12
[Q4 } z* +V$(t, Q) } z] dt.
It follows from (V1) and (V4) that IQ (Z)<.
Next, we prove IQ is differentiable and
I$Q (z) } ,=|

&
[(Q4 +z* ) } ,4 +V$(t, Q+z),] dt
for every , # E. This can be done by the computation
IQ (z+,)&IQ (z)&|

&
[(Q4 +z* ) } ,4 +V$(t, Q+z),] dt
=|

&
[ 12 |,4 |
2+V(t, Q+z+,)&V(t, Q+z)&V$(t, Q+z),] dt
=|

&
[ 12 |,4 |
2+|
1
0
(1&s) D2yV(t, Q+z+s,)(,, ,)ds] dt
C1 &,&2=o(&,&)
as &,&  0. Furthermore, if z1 , z2 , , # E then
|I$Q (z1) ,&I$(z2),|
|

&
|(z* 1&z* 2) } ,4 +[V$(t, Q+z1)&V$(t, Q+z2)] } ,| dt
&z1&z2& &,&+|

& } |
1
0
D2y V(t, Q+sz1+(1&s) z2)(z1&z2 , ,) ds } dt
C2 &z1&z2& &,&.
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Taking the supremum over &,&=1 shows that I$Q is continuous.
Finally, if z # E is a critical point of IQ then I$Q (z) ,=0 for all
, # C 0 (R, R
n). Thus Q+z is a weak solution of (HS). Standard regularity
argument shows that Q+z is a classical solution of (HS).
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